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ric Peronnard has had fingers in plenty
of off-road racing pies. The 53 year old
Frenchman, tanned, confident and approachable – all embellished traits of almost three
decades residing in the United States – has
grown a considerable and arching reputation
as a ‘Mr Fix it’ when it comes to event promotion, consultation and getting wheels turning
(in more ways than one).
You are unlikely to find anyone with a more
robust and plentiful contact book in the motorcycle industry.
Some of his more public works have involved
the creation of the U.S. Open (forebear to the
Monster Energy Cup), Endurocross and the X
Games insertion and the Paris Bercy Supercross but like a great ‘chêne’ tree, Peronnard’s
roots and reach travel further and deeper into
the scene. We quizzed him for some pearls
of wisdom and also thoughts on some of the
wider issues in dirt-bike racing…
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I’m very satisfied but also very
humbled by what I’ve achieved and there

I try as much as I can to be a nice
person. It is a goal and my values are based

is still so much to do! I’m an ex-racer and just
wanted to do positive things for the sport.
I feel good about the opportunities I had to
elevate motorcycling in many cases. I was just
one of a team in helping something like Bercy
become successful and I have no ‘title’ other
than being somebody who just chipped in to
play a part. Things like the U.S. Open and the
Endurocross, the X Games are a bit different
and I really was the father of those projects; it
makes me feel good to see how much good for
the sport those projects created.

around treating people the way I’d like to be
treated. Without getting too deep and all that
stuff I believe in goodness…but at the same
time I’m not stupid! So it depends where you
draw the line. I have respect for people and
when it comes to athletes who are the stars of
the show then it doesn’t matter if they are the
Trial World Champion or MotoGP Champion I
don’t care. I don’t look at bike sport like a little
tribe, it is a big one; Lorenzo is as unbelievable
as Toni Bou or Taddy [Blazusiak] or [Justin]
Barcia.

I married a fantastic American girl
and that was a big part of my success because she really helped me to under-

A race without injuries means a
good weekend. Of course selling out the

stand and feel that connection to the U.S. I got
to be accepted and understood by the American scene quicker. [being a foreigner] you
have less strings attached. You basically have
the freedom of less pressure because all your
peers are not watching you. I think that gives
more liberty. In ’94 Moto Crampons [French
magazine] did an article on Ludo, Marc [Boinnard and Blanchard, French entrepreneurs,
the forces behind One Industries, initially,
and 100%] and I and we were like the French
connection in the U.S. and it is quite funny to
look back now. Twenty years on we’ve all been
successful.

tickets and seeing the spectators enjoy themselves is exciting but every weekend that is
injury-free is a good one. I feel very responsible at events and I want tracks at X Games and
Endurocross with safety in mind, that is the
number one priority. Sometimes it feels like
an inch or foot can change the dynamic of a
track. I was sadly involved in Doug Henry’s last
crash. That was at Daytona Beach and he was
doing Supermoto and the AMA asked me to
help them make it [the race meeting] happen.
I didn’t have involvement in anything technical
but when that accident occurred I lost sleep
for a long time because I had the feeling that
I didn’t do enough. Fortunately I had friends
among the riders and people like Ricky Carmichael who assured me that I hadn’t done
anything wrong.
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It is all about relationships. Through
those you are able to keep going and to keep
being successful. When I sold the U.S. Open to
Feld – who used to be Clear Channel – in 2001
the big boss shook my hand and said ‘I’m buying a relationship here’ and for me it was kind
of a life-defining moment. This guy was much
older than me and worth hundreds of millions
and he said he was not buying the race but
the link, the relationship, and it’s true. If you
are on time, you deliver and you don’t lie then
you keep those relationships alive. Common
sense is something you have or you don’t and
then you have to work on the job…and learn
from your mistakes because, trust me, I have
made some mistakes! Learning from those is
how you become successful. An example? I
think one of the things I was conscious about
was becoming ‘too American’. Obviously I’m
living there and over time I felt that I lost a bit
of global vision or perspective on how things
should be done. Working with ESPN last year
I allowed myself to become immune to the
cultures and the countries in which we were
working in and it took me a couple of X Games
editions to remember that people don’t work
the same way in different countries. Mistakes,
usually they come about by some kind of arrogance. At some points you think you are better
than you are in a situation. I was successful
motorcycle dealer in the ‘90s with a Yamaha
shop in Las Vegas. We sold thousands of bikes.
We then started another shop in Florida seven
or eight years later thinking it would be exactly
the same: big mistake. It was a different time.
We had to relearn a lot of things. It has been
OK, but not as successful as being in Vegas in
the ‘90s.

The U.S. Open was a big turn in the
motorcycle scene in America but it
took me years to put my foot in the door at the
MGM [hotel]. They had no reason to trust a
crazy French guy who was a motorcycle dealer
in Vegas. So they basically asked me to finance
it completely. We had to give them the ticket
sales and all the cash flow was on their side
because they were absolutely convinced that it
wouldn’t stand a chance. So we sold the dealership to help us bankroll the race and after
that we got everything back and more. However you have to be in your thirties to be able
to do that! My wife and I think now ‘we were so
crazy then’. We put everything we had on the
table, but it came back.

Hard work is so important. I am
convinced that I am not lazy now! I usually
do what I say and say what I do; that’s my
line. Until you actually do something then it
is not done. I won’t talk too much about this
and that, but I will tell you that I’m working
on something. People can never be humbled
enough and that is a big key. The world is a big
place. ‘Our’ world [motorcycle racing] is sadly
shrinking a little bit and that is the reality. We
have to work hard to make it survive.
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Talking about skill sets…I think one of
my strengths is knowing my limits. When I was
a racer I was very controlled and the same as
a businessman. People look at you like you’re
an insurance package for an event. A while
ago I was a producer for a lot of Philip Morris
Adventure Tours and the boss from there said
to me ‘you’re my insurance, I don’t need to go
there’ and that was heavy! It is what people
want: someone they can trust, and they pay for
that. You have to know sometimes that your
shoulders can take it. Some people sometimes
overload themselves to a point where they don’t
know what they are doing. I have always been
a bit fortunate to be able to know when to say
‘that’s enough’. When you are freelance it is like
surfing. You jump in the water and you can have
a big wave, small wave or no wave, you have to
be ready to ride anything. Sometimes you can
spend hours in the water waiting for a wave and
life is the same way. Right now I have a lot of
big waves coming and I’m riding them the best I
can.

I needed a break and took one year
out. I came back with a lot of ideas. I returned
to work on July 11th and on the 14th ESPN were
re-hiring me for the X Games so there was not
much time to think! I would say that break made
me reflect on how lucky we are in the western
side of the world and I wanted my kids to appreciate that. Going to China and all these places
felt good, to get some perspective. I never disconnected while we were gone and I reacted to
every single email over that period saying kindly
that I was unavailable for the next few months.
I remember clearly being on a hill in Mongolia
and having the Bercy Supercross calling me asking for help to fix a problem while I was watching a pack of wild horses; it was amazing.
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eric’s thoughts...
On the Bercy Supercross reaching 31…
I bought a ticket to be at the first one in 1984
– the last time I bought a ticket because I was
paid to be at the following ones! – and to see
it now is unbelievable. I really reject the notion that supercross is not motocross. It is one
sport. When I see 30,000 spectators buying a ticket at Bercy and then at Geneva and
Genoa I think that motocross is doing well in
Europe and there are people getting excited
about it. We owe it to ourselves not to segment
the sport too much because if we do that the
smaller we get. This building [Palais Omnisports] is being remodelled soon I and spent a
lot of my lifetime here. This is a ‘Monaco’ for
motocross in Europe. Like Namur was. This
race has done a lot of good to the motocross
world and especially in Europe. What else is
there compare it to? Geneva is good but it is
not Paris.

On the search for sponsors in 2014…
It is harder than ever. With my knowledge and
history, to see how hard it is to find money…
well, I cannot believe I actually did all those
years ago. For the first U.S. Open I had no
credit or name but I was able to line up Microsoft, Revron and companies that hadn’t been
involved simply by going there and saying ‘hey,
let’s make this happen’.
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On the successor to his U.S. Open, the
Monster Energy Cup, now on its fourth
year in 2014…
This year was very exciting and I liked the racing. I cannot so much about it without being
emotional or critical. Maybe it went in a direction I wouldn’t have forecasted but congratulations to them. I like better what I created
- which was an ‘American Bercy’ - inside a
small building and it was all about quality not
quantity. The U.S. Open was created because
the riders said to me ‘we need something like
Bercy’ and it took me five years, from ’90 to
’95, to realise that vision. In 1995 I was driving to LA with my wife on Thanksgiving and we
decided we were going to do it. They had just
finished building the arena at the MGM and
the location was so important. There is only
one Paris Bercy Supercross and there was only
one U.S. Open at the MGM. Now the Monster
Cup to me is a great event but it is just another race.

On why there is no global Supercross
World Championship and what could be
done to get it moving…
Financial interests are just too strong. We
need to have people who believe the sport
can grow. We always have the financial aspect being treated before the sport. What I’ve
learnt is that if you take the sport first then

the financial side can follow. If you turn things
around then it won’t grow. When I sold the U.S.
Open to Feld they made me Head of International business and the first thing I did was to
send the President of Clear Channel to Dorna
to form a partnership. Then I influenced the
upper management to deal with the FIM. We
had the international rounds of the supercross
in Europe but that was the moment when I
stepped out because I wasn’t being used in
the way I wanted. Sadly it didn’t go to the next
level or move on. I ignited the Geneva and Arnhem projects and now I really think we need
to have a true world supercross series. The
sport is good enough. We don’t need to have
one in Latvia, for example but we can have a
race in France, one in Australia, one in Spain;
there are at least five places in the world that
can accept supercross and get excited about it.
You would have to restructure the entire motocross ‘world’ and the different groups need
to work together. We have the promoter and
the performers but they are not always going
in the same direction. I feel that performers
always want to be more involved and maybe it
will happen one day. It is a big can or worms
to open!

On his thoughts about the FIM Motocross World Championship…
Nobody is perfect. I am a big fan of Giuseppe
Luongo and Youthstream, I worked for them
and was the architect for the Motocross of
Nations in America. What strikes me when I
come to Europe [to se the MXGPs] is the obvious visual crisis. Teams want to look big and

I think they spend too much money on trucks
rather than riders. You don’t need a big Semi
for a rider; get a Sprinter, and then pay him!
People always blame Giuseppe and it is easy
to blame the promoter and 75% of my life involves taking blame but everyone has to take a
rounded look at the situation. Teams say they
don’t have money but then they have a huge
truck. That same truck doesn’t make anything
happen in our sport. KTM can afford it but not
necessarily the satellite teams. I created the
Endurocross world from scratch in the U.S. and
I have been conscious of telling people that
we don’t need all the Semis. I’m happy to see
teams with Box vans because I want the teams
to come. I don’t want to create a series where
the first line is a millions dollars. We need to
have riders being paid and we don’t need the
fluff. The essence of the sport is in the dirt, not
in the pits. Sometimes it gets confused.

